Abstract-With the rapid development of Internet of things devices and network infrastructure, there have been a lot of sensors adopted in the industrial productions, resulting in a large size of data. One of the most popular examples is the manufacture inspection, which is to detect the defects of the products. In order to implement a robust inspection system with higher accuracy, we propose a deep learning based classification model in this paper, which can find the possible defective products. As there may be many assembly lines in one factory, one huge problem in this scenario is how to process such big data in real time. Therefore, we design our system with the concept of fog computing. By offloading the computation burden from the central server to the fog nodes, the system obtains the ability to deal with extremely large data. There are two obvious advantages in our system. The first one is that we adapt the convolutional neural network model to the fog computing environment, which significantly improves its computing efficiency. The other one is that we work out an inspection model, which can simultaneously indicate the defect type and its degree. The experiments well prove that the proposed method is robust and efficient.
deployed in smart factories [3] . Using these data, people have come up with lots of new ways to make the manufacturing process more automated and efficient. In this paper, we focus on the autonomous manufacturing inspection, which is an area with a long history but still has many problems currently, especially in the big data era.
One serious problem existing in this task is that current inspection system cannot guarantee good performances while keeping the processing efficiency. The traditional methods, such as filters or some feature-based classification approaches, are simple but not so effective in all the scenarios. Then, the deep learning based methods [4] turned up, bringing greatly improved analysis and recognition abilities, however, at the same time, slowing down the running speed, as these methods usually require a lot of computation [5] , [6] .
It may not be a serious problem when the data size is not so large. But with the rapid development of smart industry, people invest their maximum effort on the manpower reduction by deploying vision sensors [7] , [8] in each manufacturing line and empowering them with the ability of autonomous defect detection, which results in a hugely increased data size. Considering the production capacity, the computing efficiency has become the bottleneck to implement a real-time inspection system for smart industries.
Computation offloading is important to improve the computing efficiency and build a real-time system [9] , and the newly developed fog computing [10] can serve as a good solution in this scenario. In this paper, we design our manufacture inspection system, named DeepIns, as three modules, i.e., the fog-side computing module, the backend communication module, and the server side computing module. The two computing modules are to calculate the deployed deep models, and the communication module is responsible for the data exchanges and command transfer.
We focus on the combination of these three modules. In order to further decrease the response latency and network traffic, we design the fog-side computing module with an early-exit feature, which can stop the inference process and obtain the classification results in advance.
The application scenario is shown in Fig. 1 ; in some places of the production line, which usually move along one side, several sensors or cameras are deployed to capture the visual information regarding the products. Then, the information will be uploaded to the fog nodes for further analysis, and the fog node will use the installed inspection model to find the possible defects and give the results to the central server. Ultimately, the central server can collect all the necessary data in order to give recommendations and feedback on current production status.
The main contributions of this paper include the following. 1) We propose a multibranch deep model for the manufacture inspection application. The proposed model can effectively find the potential defects and measure their degrees. 2) We make some modifications to the common deep model structure and adapt it to the fog computing environments. Compared with existing works, the proposed structure has the advantages of faster response and lower network traffic. 3) We implement an actual fog system as the experimental environment and conduct several comparison experiments with a local deep learning system. We also compare the recognition performance with traditional approaches. Section II introduces the existing research in related area. Section III presents some notations and the problem definition, and gives an overview of the proposed system. Also, in this section, we give a detailed introduction regarding the inspection method, and proposes the implementation of the fog system for the smart industry. Experiments are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V gives the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Manufacture Inspection
In order to accurately inspect and assess the quality of products, some studies present various visual inspection approaches to detect product defects in a large-scale production. In [11] , a contour finding method based on image processing is proposed, which uses image filters and can detect surface defects by pixel chip pads. As a tiny sensor, the pixel chip is a significant part for detecting defects. In the image processing, three steps are used to achieve the goal. In the first step, the surface pad is segmented into areas by K-means clustering. Then, the areas are extracted by Gabor filter, and Canny edge filter detects defects of the surface in the last step. Similarly, the feature of sensor chips is measured with a three-dimensional (3-D) surface algorithm proposed in [12] . In the algorithm, 3-D scanner applies various methods such as triangulation and interferometry, and is aimed to scan the chip surfaces. Moreover, thousands of sensors are adopted in the system to collect depth information of chip surface, thereby measuring flatness and thickness of the chip surface, which are the main indications of chip quality. According to the experimental results, the proposed algorithm can improve production efficiency and avoid critical damage. However, the surface defects cannot be detected completely in the research.
Modern methods use deep learning mechanism to realize more reliable and more efficient inspection in more complicated scenarios than the traditional methods mentioned above. And whether the method has the learning ability is the crucial distinction between modern methods and traditional methods. Till now, challenges, such as full automation and special products, are still the obstacle for product inspection. However, it has been verified that modern methods can deal with challenges better than traditional methods while reducing human errors. For instance, modern methods can provide more frequent inspections by computer vision and pattern recognition, based on which, Gibert et al. [13] propose a concept to combine multiple detectors within a multitask learning framework. The method is used to detect railroad tracks, which need to be monitored periodically to guarantee safe transportation. In this scenario, railway material needs to be identified in inspection, and only a small number of training samples is available for learning an anomaly detector. Therefore, Gibert et al. [13] adopt multiple detectors to improve accuracy for detecting defects on components of the railway. Moreover, a task can be beneficial from the knowledge, which has been learned by others. Therefore, it is shown that the combined system, i.e., the multitask learning framework, can obtain better performance than conducting each task separately.
Generally, it has to analyze shape features at the first place in the detection process. The shape defects can be classified into regular shape defects and irregular shape defects, in which irregular shape defects are the complicated problem since they are not the regular pattern [14] . As for special products, whose surface is partially reflective or components are small, it may cause much overhead and reduce the reliability of inspection in traditional methods. Yet modern methods have been applied widely for detecting irregular shape defects. For example, Semeniuta et al. [15] introduce a method of multicamera/multipose inspection station to tackle noise and support advanced image analysis, and propose the first functional prototype implementation of the method. The method presents the effective automated visual inspection by detecting star washers. Due to the small size of components and the inherent reflectivity of products, challenges need to be addressed in the vision-based inspection. Semeniuta et al. [15] describe the strategy for dealing with the challenges.
Specifically, instead of one fixed pose, multiple poses of an image are analyzed, which can capture more details of the product and obtain the required visual information. Normally, the feature training is hard to conduct since there exists a large number of defect samples of products, which is one of the limitations of inspection approaches as well. Aiming to avoid this difficulty, Wu et al. [16] proposed a method, which fuses three image features for achieving automatic surface inspection. Specifically, features are learned to analyze the qualified image, which consists of pixel regularity, subimage gray level difference, and color histogram. Then, images are tested based on the detection fusion of the three features. Moreover, the simulation results illustrated in [16] prove that the proposed method is efficient for detecting industrial product and can ensure the product quality.
In [14] , a modern method using pulse coupled neural networks [17] is proposed for specific defects of integrated circuits (IC) without the reference image. Due to the characters of IC, the method presents a six-step process for identifying the position of IC defects, which can be illustrated briefly as an estimation of image noise parameter, bilateral filter, edge detection, Hough transform, classification, and defect detection. Since the main goal of the method is to achieve the effective segmentation and accurate detection, the image segmentation is the most significant step in the process. The detection process is performed in a self-adaptive way, and the simulation results present that the defect detection can be operated automatically with high effectiveness.
In building material inspection, modern methods can also play an important role to guarantee the stability and safety of building construction. As the key factor in a building, pile quality is studied in [18] . A wavelet packet transform method is proposed, which is adopted to analyze the stress wave reflected signals. The wavelet packet energy ratio can reflect much information of pile defects, such as the energy distribution of signals. Weixin et al. [18] use multilayer support vector machine to classify the pile defects and present a novel approach, i.e., feature extraction to detect the defects. As shown in the simulation, the proposed approach can achieve high accurate classification and efficient pile defect detection.
B. Computation Offloading and Fog Computing
As a promising technology, fog computing aims to help mobile devices to operate tasks at the network edge directly [19] , and is supposed to solve the ever-increasing computation in various scenarios of mobile applications [20] . For the IoT, fog computing is adopted to improve the quality of service [21] . And it is shown that fog computing can be useful to move the resources, such as storage and processing, closer to the data of IoT, instead of delivering the data to the cloud. The analytical model proves that the fog-capable devices can reduce the service delay effectively. On the other hand, fog computing has been applied into Internet of vehicle scenarios [22] to guarantee the low latency by delivering computational resources for vehicle-based fog nodes, so as to achieve a real-time traffic management. Besides the low latency, researchers also pay attention to other performance of the fog computing, such as energy consumption. However, reducing energy consumption may lead to a larger execution delay [23] . Therefore, there exist lots of methods aiming to balance the latency and energy consumption. Aiming to achieve the balance, a multiobjective optimization model is built by queue theory, which describes the tradeoff among execution delay, energy consumption, and payment cost of offloading processes [23] . Moreover, Ahn et al. [24] propose a two-tier offloading method, which supports the device to use resources from either the fog or the cloud based on offloading decision. And the optimized decision is made according to the tradeoff between the low latency and energy savings. The simulation results illustrate how the performance varies along with parameters, and prove that the proposed method achieves a better performance than the cloud-only offloading method in terms of latency and energy consumption. Similarly, some studies adopt the advanced technique to improve the performance of the fog computing. For example, the social relationships of the energy harvesting techniques and various queue models are applied into the computational offloading system in fog computing, which can reduce the latency and energy consumption as well [20] . Considering the fog node is usually battery operated, Bozorgchenani et al. [25] present a suboptimal partial offloading method, which can generate a great impact on the network lifetime according to the simulation results. Moreover, since additional data communication caused by offloading from the cloud to the network edge may incur more overhead, Zhu et al. [19] design a task offloading policy for the fog computing model, which takes execution time, energy consumption, and other costs into account. Furthermore, based on the challenges of cloud computing, fog computing is designed to deal with the situation of unreliable connectivity to the cloud [26] . By studying a language independent remote procedure call middleware between the fog node and the droplet, which is the fog-aware small application, Saqib and Hamid [26] propose a reliable and lightweight architecture, called as FogR, for computation offloading, and illustrate that the fog network can be used for responding to an emergency in a smart traffic system with high reliability.
III. DEEPINS SYSTEM
In this paper, we propose a system named DeepIns to address the problem of industrial manufacture inspection. We mainly focus on two objectives, i.e., a deep model, which has a stateof-the-art classification performance while suiting for the fog computing environment. In the following two sections, we, respectively, introduce our solutions for these two tasks. In addition, notations are listed in Table I .
A. Deep Model
The system structure is shown in Fig. 2(a) . As we can see, the system mainly consists of three components. First, we need visual sensors in each assembly line to watch the production status. The adopted cameras should be equipped with network interfaces, which usually are wired network adapter, for image uploading and some command transfer. The data are sent to local fog nodes to extract some lower level features and, if possible, output fast inference results for efficiency improvement and traffic saving. This early-exit feature will be detailed in the next section. If the fog nodes cannot give accurate judgments by themselves, they will continue to upload the intermediate values of convolutional neural network (CNN) model inference to the remote cloud servers for further processing. The central servers have the ability to finish the entire CNN inference, conduct the classification and regression, and output the final results. Fig. 2(b) presents the deep model we used in our system. There are four convolutional layers and two fully connected layers. This part is common and frequently seen in the other deep models, and we put the emphasis on the decision-making part, which is also the major difference. We connect two end modules in the top of the deep model, i.e., one classifier and one regressor. The classifier is to judge whether there are any defects in a production and to find the specific defect category, whereas the regressor is to infer the approximate degree of the possible defects. Then, the problem comes to how to design a loss function to jointly train the classifier and the regressor.
Similar to the works [27] and [28] , a multitask loss, which can achieve two goals simultaneously, is presented as the loss function for our proposed deep model
where L defect and L degree are loss functions focused on different goals, and are introduced detailedly in the following. J dec (W) is a commonly used weight decay term and L dec = W 2 2 . On the other hand, λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 are predefined weights to describe the relative proportion of corresponding loss functions in the final loss value.
Specifically, L defect indicates the loss value to judge the defect categories of the selected data samples, that is, to check whether or not there is a specific defect in current product. In addition, L defect is built based on the softmax loss function [29] .
Given n input data X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, the set Y = {y x 1 , y x 2 , . . . , y x n } and D = {r x 1 , r x 2 , . . . , r x n } represented ground-truth labels and degrees, respectively, related to each input data x i . In particular, y ∈ {y * 
In the formula of L defect , n is the number of input samples, and m indicates the total category number of the predefined defects, whereas i and j represent the ID of the input sample and specific defect, respectively. With the range from 0 to 1, h
defect (x i ) varies along with the possibilities that defects in the image are involved in a specific defect category. Besides, h defect (x i ) represents the output of softmax classification layer, and h degree (x i ) represents the output of smooth L 1 localization layer.
L degree can be used to predict the degree of the detected defect. Essentially, it is a regression function. In this paper, the minimum rank is set to 1, representing the slightest defect degree. According to the calculation of smooth L 1 loss in fast R-CNN [30] , L degree is defined as follows:
and
B. Offloading Strategy
There are several different offloading strategies for the fog computing scenarios. In our past work [31] , we have implemented an offloading method to transfer the deep learning computation from the end nodes to the central cloud. The main concept is to divide the models by layers, which are allocated to different devices to average the computing burden. This design is shown in Fig. 3(a) . As we can see, the lower layers of the deep model are processed by the fog nodes and fog servers, as a whole, and the intermediate values will be uploaded to the cloud servers through network communications for further computing. The central cloud servers will perform the classification and output the final results, which will be transferred back to the fog nodes. After this, the fog nodes, the users in other words, can finally get the classification results.
This strategy is simple yet effective. With this method, we significantly improve the running efficiency of the inference process. However, we find several problems in this strategy. First, the users cannot get the classification results until the final output is transferred back to these edge devices. This will cause severe performance problem when the network latency is nonignorable. Second, the intermediate values should be uploaded to the central cloud servers for further computation. This process results in huge network traffic because the extracted features are still in a big size.
To address these problems, we improve our strategy and design a new deep learning framework in Fig. 3(b) for the fog computing environments. The difference is that we adopt an early-exit feature [32] of the deep models as a way to allocate the lower parts to the fog devices while ensuring they can obtain early results without waiting for the results from the central servers. If the fog devices have obtained some results that are able to meet their requirements, they can just stop uploading intermediate values and adopt the fast inference as the final results.
In order to empower the parallel deep model with the ability of early exit, we should modify its structure in several aspects. The first problem is how to train the network in the fog computing environment. In essence, this problem is how to adapt the existing loss functions to multiple classifiers (or regressors).
With (1), we can get the loss function for an early-exit branch e, as shown in the following:
where L e is the loss function for the exit point e, and L e defect
and L e degree are the sub-loss-functions of exit e, respectively, for category classification and degree regression.
According to (2) and (3), we can obtain modified functions for L e defect and L e degree as follows:
where h
defect,e (x i ) varies from 0 to 1, according to the possibilities that the defects in the image belong to one specific defect category and h Assume that there are E early exits in the adopted network; then, we can get the following equation: (8) where L e is the loss function for exit e and γ represents their weights.
Weight γ is defined according to the inclination and experiences. Giving the early exit a higher weight will make the network try to learn some discriminate features in their lower level layers, which can effectively increase the fast-inference accuracy and, in this case, the fog nodes need not to upload the intermediate values, resulting in faster response and lower network traffic. However, the absence of the higher level layers does have some inference on the performance. Setting the final exit a higher weight will move the emphasis of the network to the improvement of the final results again. But, at the same time, the transferring of the intermediate values also bring larger communication consumption, which of course has some effects on the system throughput. In industrial application, the weight γ should be decided according to the actual situation. A higher value can be assigned to the final classifiers/regressors, if both the fog nodes and network conditions are capable of handling heavy burdens; otherwise, leaving the higher values to the lower exits for higher efficiency.
At the training process, we adopt the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm, which is traditional yet effective, rather than the recently risen adaptive optimization methods, such as RMSProp, Adam, etc. The reason is that, although SGD algorithm may be outperformed by the adaptive optimization methods in the training speed, SGD shows a significant advantage in their generalization ability [33] . In other words, SGD can lead to a well-trained model with better accuracy for actual applications.
Another problem in enabling the deep model with fog computing support is how to exchange data between fog nodes and central servers, in what format, and how to decrease the network traffic. In our past work [31] , we simply upload the intermediate values of the lower level layers, which are in the local fog nodes, to the higher level layers, which are in the cloud servers. This strategy works well with a regular data size that is not very large. However, it may encounter several problems if the processing queue increases quickly and each fog node is full of products waiting to be processed, which is a common scene in actual industrial scenarios. In this paper, we use an extra max pooling layer to concatenate the feature, as shown in Fig. 4 , which can also effectively decrease the data size of the intermediate values.
One remaining question is in what situations the early exit can happen and in what situations cannot. One obvious solution is to set a threshold T loss for the maximum acceptable loss value. If the loss value of one exit point is less than T loss , then the inference process can be terminated and its inference results will be regarded as the final output. Otherwise, the inference should continue and the intermediate values will be uploaded to central servers for further computation. With the above features, the proposed DeepIns system can be directly used in fog environments with well-trained parameters. Although the training process is time consuming, the model inference is not. With the support of fog computing in DeepIns system, the running efficiency can be further improved and can meet the requirement of real-time manufacture lines with very high production outputs. In Section IV, we will test both of the recognition accuracy and system efficiency.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Several experiments are conducted in this section to evaluate the performance of the proposed defect detection system. At first, we perform a comparison experiment of the defect detection.
We manually capture a dataset using some tile production as the data source for network training and testing. We label these data with several different categories for different defects. We also classify these defects into conforming or nonconforming products with specific values for their defect degrees. The dataset consists of ten categories, each of which has 200 images for training process and 50 testing images for network testing.
As the convention in defect detection area, we use the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the comparison between our method and the existing approaches. The ROC curve, which is also known as a relative operating characteristic curve, is plotted by a comparison of the true positive rate (TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR) with various detection methods. As functions of the classifier parameter, TPR against FPR can illustrate the diagnostic ability of a binary classifier system, where TPR explains how many correct positive results 
We compare the proposed DeepIns method with two famous methods in the defect detection area, namely, the contour detection approach and the pixel-based method. The former one first extracts the contour information from the raw input images, and then judges their categories with some contour classifiers.
The latter one defines some pixel-based features to represent the input data while decreasing its size, and then trains a classifier using the combination of these pixel-based features.
The ROC curves of these methods on the product image data are shown in Fig. 5 , where both TPR and FPR vary from 0 to 1. Among all these scenarios, it can be seen that the ROC curves increase rapidly at the beginning, that is, when FPR ∈ (0, 0.3). Then, the ROC curves come into a period of relatively steady growth. And the values of the ROC curves become 1 eventually. Consistent with our above-mentioned theoretical analysis, the proposed method shows the efficiency in various scenarios, and outperforms both the contour detection method and the pixelbased method. In addition, we conduct another simulation on the running efficiency, as shown in Table II . We can see that with fog support, the running efficiency has been significantly improved, which makes a real-time manufacture inspection system possible.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a manufacture inspection system for the smart industry. This system adopts the state-of-the-art deep models to analyze the input images captured by the sensors and find the defective products with particular values to indicate the degree of the defects. In order to implement a real-time system capable of dealing with a large size of data, we design the proposed system on the basis of fog computing, which can offload the computation burden to the fog nodes and significantly decrease the overload of the central servers. The simulations prove that our system is robust and efficient, and can outperform some existing approaches in the tests.
In the future, we plan to perform the classification and regression experiments on some other kinds of productions. Also, we will continue to improve the offloading strategy to bring multiple fog devices into deep model computation, simultaneously, which can further enhance the running efficiency of fog deep leaning applications.
